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Kitchen Science - Electromagnetic balloon

YOU WILL NEED

• A balloon

• A hairy head

WHAT YOU DO

Step 1

Blow up the balloon and tie a knot in the end.

Step 2

Rub the balloon against your head and then place the balloon 
against a wall or ceiling.

Step 3

- cut up some A4 paper into little squares and see how many you 
can pick up with your charged balloon.

Electromagnetic 
balloon

Use a balloon and the hair on your head to explore 
electromagnetism!
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Kitchen Science - Electromagnetic balloon

THE SCIENCE BEHIND IT

Everything is made from atoms. Atoms are like tiny little building 
blocks that are so small you cannot even see them with a 
microscope! 

But very clever scientists have managed to discover that atoms 
are made up of even smaller building blocks called subatomic 
particles. There are lots of different subatomic particles, but the 
ones that make up an atom are called protons (that have a 
positive charge), neutrons (that have no charge), and electrons 
(that have a negative charge). 

The core of the atom, which is called the nucleus, is made up of 
protons and neutrons, and so the nucleus is positively charged 
(because only the protons have positive charges, while the 
neutrons have none). 

Spinning around the nucleus are the electrons, which have a 
negative charge and so are attracted to the positive charge of the 
nucleus. Opposite charges cancel each other out, so atoms are 
neutral. However, when you rub the balloon against your hair, you 
are rubbing electrons from the atoms that make up your hair onto 
the balloon, so the balloon now has extra electrons and becomes 
negatively charged. 

Because the balloon is now more negative than everything else 
around it, the balloon will be attracted to the more positive charge 
of everything else, and so it will stick! You can see this when you 
hold two magnets together and the positive end of one will attract 
the negative end of another. 
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